The magnetic behaviour of ultrathin ferromagnetic films deposited on substrates is strongly affected by the properties of the substrate. We investigate the spin pumping rate, interlayer exchange coupling and dynamic exchange coupling between ultrathin ferromagnetic films through palladium, a non-magnetic substrate that displays strong Stoner enhancement. We find that the interlayer exchange coupling, both in the static and dynamic versions, is qualitatively affected by the substrate's Stoner enhancement. For instance, the oscillatory behavior that is a hallmark property of the RKKY exchange coupling is strongly suppressed by Stoner enhancement. Although the spin pumping rate of ferromagnetic films atop palladium is only mildly changed by Stoner enhancement the change is large enough to be detected experimentally. The qualitative aspects of our results for palladium are expected to remain valid for any non-magnetic substrate where Coulomb repulsion is large.
I. INTRODUCTION
Palladium is a fascinating material. In bulk form it is non-magnetic, but it is on the brink of becoming ferromagnetic: the product of its paramagnetic density of states at the Fermi level ρ(E F ) by the intra-atomic effective Coulomb interaction U is very close to the critical value of 1. The bulk conductivity as a function of temperature displays a T 2 contribution due to scattering by spin fluctuations that dominates the contribution from scattering by phonons at low T < 10 K. Adding Ni impurities to bulk Pd in concentrations smaller than 2% increase dramatically the effect of spin fluctuations on electronic transport: the coefficient of the T 2 term in the conductivity is amplified by a factor of ten.
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These remarkable properties indicate that Pd is a non-magnetic material where the effects of electron-electron interactions are strong enough to be observed experimentally. In fact, direct observation of paramagnons in bulk Pd have been reported very recently.
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Palladium is still a challenge to our most successful theory for the electronic structure of materials. Some implementations of DFT predict bulk Pd to be magnetic and it is usually necessary to tune the lattice constant used in the calculations to obtain non-magnetic bulk Pd.
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The importance of non-magnetic substrates in determining the spin dynamics of adsorbed ultrathin films and adatoms has been demonstrated unequivocally in recent years. Excitation energies and lifetimes may be strongly affected by the hybridisation between magnetic entities' and substrates' electronic states. Nice examples are provided by ultrathin Fe layers on W(110), where the strong spin-orbit coupling in W induces a large anisotropy and a strong Dzyaloshinskii-Moryia coupling between Fe magnetic moments, 4, 5 and by Fe adatoms on Cu(111) 6 and Ag(111), 7 where the hybridisation with the substrate strongly dampens the spin excitations and produces large shifts in their energies compared to isolated atoms.
The effects of Pd's large Stoner enhancement have been thoroughly studied in the past.
However, there seems to be relatively few studies exploring enhancement effects on interlayer exchange coupling or spin pumping. One of these studies 8 have shown that Pd may serve as a good sink for spin currents emanated from ferromagnetic materials. There it is suggested that the absorption of spin current is facilitated by the enhanced spin fluctuations in Pd.
Interlayer exchange coupling (IEC) has received enormous attention during the 1990's, specially due to its relation to the discovery of giant magnetoresistance and its subsequent application to read heads in information storage devices. Another form of interlayer coupling has gained notoriety in recent years due to seminal works by Slonczewsky 10 and Berger. 11 The idea is that a ferromagnet in contact with a nonmagnetic metallic medium will, when perturbed from its equilibrium configuration, inject a spin current into the medium, that can be absorbed by a second ferromagnet in contact with the same medium. 12 This is very attractive from the technological point of view, since signal transmission by pure spin currents would be much less affected by the dissipation mechanisms that strongly affect charge currents. That said, there are other mechanisms that can influence pure spin currents and one of them is the Coulomb repulsion between electrons within the metallic medium.
In this paper we will present the results of our investigations concerning the effects of strong Stoner enhancement on the properties of the "traditional", RKKY-like interlayer exchange coupling and on the dynamical coupling promoted by the emission and absorption of pure spin currents by ferromagnetic films. We employed realistic electronic structure calculations to describe both the ground state and the spin dynamics of layered systems composed of several atomic layers of Co or Ni deposited on Pd substrates. The formalism we used has been described in great detail in previous publications. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] Thus, in section II we remind the reader of the main features of our theoretical approach and establish the notation that will be used throughout the paper. In section III we present and discuss the results of our numerical calculations and in section IV we offer our final remarks.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
A. Electronic structure and self-consistent ground state
We describe the electronic structure of the system using a multi-orbital extension of the Hubbard model,
where a † lµσ creates an electronic state in atomic orbital µ at lattice site l with spin σ. t Here we address the self-consistent ground state (SCGS) of ferromagnetic films of Ni or Co adsorbed to Pd substrates. We employed bulk tight-binding parameters to describe the electronic structures of both magnetic film and Pd substrates. This is not ideal but we believe it is not critical either, since the effects we want to explore are not related to details of the materials' band structures but to a very robust feature of bulk Pd, namely its high Stoner enhancement. In order to determine the SCGS a mean-field approximation is adopted in which the interaction term in Eq. 1 is replaced by
The on-site potential V 0 l at each magnetic site is adjusted in order to guarantee local charge neutrality. The fact that the self-consistent mean field depends only on the magnetization is a consequence of the simple form we adopt for the matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction,
A more complex parametrization depending on three parameters has been tested in several cases and shown to yield only very small quantitative differences when compared to the much simpler approximation described by Eq. 3.
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The famous Stoner criterion for the appearance of local magnetic moments in metals establishes that the ground state of the metal will be spin polarized provided that the product of the effective Coulomb repulsion intensity U by the paramagnetic density of states per spin at the Fermi level ρ 0 (E F ) exceeds unity. In the 3d transition metals Fe, Co and Ni the criterion in easily satisfied. In noble metals such as Cu, Au and Ag, U ρ 0 (E F ) is well below 1. In Pd, however, specific heat and uniform spin susceptibility measurements indicate that is the giant polarisation cloud produced by Fe impurities added in very small concentrations to bulk Pd.
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We first consider ferromagnetic films of Co or Ni deposited on semi-infinite Pd substrates.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the magnetic moments in the substrate are far from negligible, specially within the atomic layers close to the interface. For the Ni/Pd(001) system the magnetisation of the Pd layer closest to the interface is comparable to the average magnetisation of the Ni layers. In Fig. 2 we show the calculated magnetic moments of a Co 2 /Pd 10 /Co 2 trilayer deposited on the surface of semi-infinite Pd(001). These results are similar to the ones depicted in Fig. 1 .
In order to verify if the ground state magnetizations obtained within our tight-binding model are compatible to the predictions of density functional theory we performed an abinitio calculation using the VASP package. 22, 23 We employed a functional based on the local density approximation (LDA) for exchange-correlation effects.
leads to a better description of the magnetic properties of Pd, compared to generalized gradient approximation calculations. 3 The interaction between the valence electrons and the ionic cores was taken in account by means of the Projector Augmented-Wave Method (PAW). 25 The single particle wavefunctions were expanded in a plane wave basis up to an energy cutoff of 350 eV. To sample de Brillouin Zone the Monkhorst Pack method was used with 12x12x1 points grids. 26 Large unit cells with vaccum regions 4a 0 tick were employed in order to simulate the surfaces, where a 0 = 3.89Å is the experimental lattice parameter of Pd.
B. Spin Dynamics
The spin dynamics is investigated, within the linear response regime, through the transverse spin susceptibility matrix
µ, ν are orbital indices, R l is the position of lattice site l, S
† . From the (time) Fourier transform of χ µν ( R l , R l ; t) it is possible to extract the response to transverse magnetic fields and the magnon density of states. For the film geometry it is convenient to work in a mixed basis of Bloch states within each atomic layer and localised states in the direction perpendicular to the layers,
| R ; l; µ is the state vector associated with an atomic orbital µ at site R within atomic layer l. For systems with translation symmetry within the atomic layers, the susceptibility defined by Eq. 4 is a function of the relative position in the direction parallel to the atomic layers,
It is most useful to calculate the Fourier transform of Eq. 4 within the atomic layers, together with the Fourier transform from time to frequency (or energy) domain. The object we are interested in is, thus,
It can be easily shown that this is precisely the response function of the system to a magnetic field circularly polarized in the direction perpendicular to the equilibrium magnetization, whose space-time dependence in the direction parallel to the layers is a plane wave with wave vector Q and frequency Ω/h. The spectral density associated with this transverse susceptibility may also be interpreted as the partial density of states of magnons at layer l with wave vector Q ,
From the peaks of A l ( Q ; Ω) as a function of Ω for fixed values of Q it is possible to extract the spin wave spectrum of the system. The particular case Q = 0 is specially interesting: it corresponds to the uniform excitation field applied to the sample in ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) experiments. Thus, we can calculate the spin wave spectra and the FMR spectra of ultrathin magnetic films within the same formalism. Moreover, we have information about the spectral intensities on a layer-by-layer basis, which allows us to study non-local spin responses with relative ease.
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III. RESULTS
A. Spin Pumping
We start by analysing the FMR spectra of several Co and Ni ultrathin films on Pd(001).
The FMR linewidth is directly related to the spin current pumped by the ferromagnetic film into the substrate. It has been argued, based on geometric reasoning, that the FMR linewidth should decrease as the inverse of the ferromagnetic film thickness N , due to the fact that spin pumping is an interface phenomenon. This argument, however, ignores the effects of quantum interferences within the ferromagnetic film and the fact that the electronic structure of the film depends on its thickness. This is specially true for the ultrathin films
(1 to ∼ 10 atomic layers thick) we consider here.
When the FMR precession is described phenomenologically through the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, as it very frequently is, the effective damping term usually takes the form
wherem is a unit vector parallel to the sample's magnetisation and α is the Gilbert constant, which embodies the damping due to all possible mechanisms. If one assumes spin pumping is the only active damping mechanism, α should be proportional to the ratio between the FMR linewidth ∆Ω and the resonance frequency Ω 0 . We have chosen this ratio as the measure of spin pumping rate in our calculations.
One virtue of our model calculations is that we can test several contributions to the second choice for a fitting. In this particular case we found the best fitting corresponds to N 0 ≈ 1.4. This suggests that the Pd polarization acts as ∼ 1.4 "effective magnetic layers".
Going back to the layer-by-layer distribution of magnetic moments presented in section II A, Fig. 1 , we notice that the integrated magnetic moment induced in Pd is ∼ 1.3, which is close to the average magnetic moment of the Co layers. Of course we did not expect N 0 to coincide with the integrated magnetic moment induced in Pd, but the fact that both quantities are of the same order of magnitude is an indication that our interpretation makes sense. One further evidence in favour of this interpretation is the fact that we find the effective thickness for Ni N 0 ≈ 2.2 (see Fig. 5 ). Since the magnetic moments of the Ni films are smaller than those of Co films, and the polarisation of the underlying Pd is very similar in both cases, its role as an effective thickness is more pronounced in Ni.
We show in the same figure the linewidths without Stoner enhancement in Pd, previously presented in Fig. 3 . Notice that there is an overall increase in linewidth when the Stoner enhancement is turned on in the Pd substrate. This may be due to an increase in the interface transmissivity. Turning on Coulomb repulsion in the Pd substrate causes an exchange splitting between the majority and minority spin sub bands in Pd. That splitting decreases smoothly as one goes into the substrate, increasing the effective transmission coefficient of the interface. The effect is analogous to the smoothing of a potential step. A large interface transmissivity means a larger spin current pumped into the substrate and a larger damping rate to the FMR precession. It is also interesting to notice that the linewidth dependence on the Co thickness has a non-negligible oscillatory component, which may be attributed to quantum interference effects.
The spin pumping rate for Ni films on Pd has a more complex behaviour than for Co films, as can be seen in Fig. 5 . With U Pd = 0 it displays strong oscillations as a function of N . While it is difficult to extract the rate of decay from a strongly oscillatory function with so few points, a 1/N curve fits reasonably well our results. When Stoner enhancement is turned on the strong oscillations are partially suppressed and, as stated in the previous paragraph, the results are well fitted to a 1/(N + N 0 ) curve (the solid curve in Fig. 5) .
B. Interlayer exchange coupling through Pd
There are many ways to estimate the magnitude of the exchange coupling between magnetic entities separated by non magnetic metals. 27 One widely used approach, that can be implemented in various forms, is to calculate energy differences between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic configurations. A more subtle approach is to calculate the total energy variation due to small deviations from either ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic configurations. 28 This is what we refer to as the "static" exchange coupling. Both approaches rely on the assumption that the magnetic moments carried by the magnetic entities may be treated as macrospins and their energy can be expressed as a function of their relative orientation.
There is one way to estimate the exchange interaction energy between magnetic moments that does not depend on the kind of medium they are embedded into. This theoretical technique is identical in principle to the experimental determination of IEC using ferromagnetic resonance experiments. Once the magnetic moments are perturbed from their equilibrium configuration their precessional motion can be decomposed into normal modes, from which it is possible to extract the intensity of the interaction between them. 16 It is simple to show, for example, that two magnetic moments interacting via a Heisenberg-like term will have two normal modes, one in-phase (the so-called acoustic mode) and one 180
• out of phase (the "optical" mode). The difference between the energies of these two modes is proportional to the strength of the coupling between the spins.
To investigate the effects of Coulomb repulsion on the IEC between magnetic ultrathin films separated by an interacting (but nonmagnetic) medium we calculated the normal modes of trilayers formed by two ferromagnetic layers separated by a Pd slab. The results of our calculations are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. We only investigated small Pd thicknesses because these calculations are extremely demanding computationally for thick spacers. In Fig. 6 we present the frequency of the "optical" (out-of-phase) mode of two Co films separated by a N -atomic-layers thick Pd spacer taking Stoner enhancement into account. Even in this pre-asymptotic region of relatively small spacer thicknesses it is expected that the exchange coupling mediated by an independent electron system (for instance, typical non-magnetic metals) would display an oscillatory behavior. Our results indicate that the oscillations are suppressed by the very large Stoner enhancement in Pd. To confirm that this is not simply a special feature of the electronic structure of Pd we repeated the calculations with the same electronic structure but without Stoner enhancement. These results are shown in the inset of Fig. 6 . Two differences are readily noticed: in the absence of Stoner enhancement the exchange coupling is one order of magnitude smaller and there are clear oscillations.
Similar behaviour has been observed experimentally in Fe(001)/Pd(001)/Fe(001) multilayers. 29 The suppression of the oscillatory behaviour is the most striking qualitative feature of the experimental results.
For Ni films there is a substantial change in the exchange coupling due to Stoner enhancement for small Pd thicknesses, as seen in Fig. 7 . At large distances, however, the coupling 
C. Dynamic exchange coupling through Pd
A dynamic coupling between magnetic unities embedded into non-magnetic metals may be active even when the IEC between them is negligible. [16] [17] [18] This dynamic coupling is a consequence of the spin current pumped by the magnetic unities when their magnetisations are perturbed dynamically from their equilibrium configuration. 12 The perturbation may take the form of a magnetic field pulse applied transverse to the equilibrium direction of the We calculated the dynamic coupling between two Co films separated by Pd layers with varying thickness N Pd via the non-local transverse susceptibility defined in Eq. 7. We set Q = 0 and Ω was chosen as the resonance frequency for the "acoustic" (in-phase) mode.
The results are shown in Fig. 8 . It is also interesting to remind ourselves about the behavior of the static IEC we calculated previously. We plot the static IEC as solid triangles in Fig. 8 . Notice that it decays relatively fast with N Pd , being very close to zero for N Pd ≥ 7, whereas the dynamic coupling is clearly finite for the entire range of N Pd considered. In fact, the range of the dynamic coupling is infinite within our model, since we do not consider any mechanism that could dissipate the spin current emitted by the pumped Co film. This is equivalent to saying that the range of the dynamic coupling should only be limited by the spin diffusion length.
The above discussion about the infinite range of dynamic coupling applies to cases where the pumping field is uniform in the direction parallel to the ferromagnetic layers. In that case the precession mode being excited is the uniform ( Q = 0) mode and rotation symmetry in spin space prohibits decaying of this mode into uncorrelated electron-hole pairs (the so-called spin polarization reduces the density of Stoner modes.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have investigated the influence of Stoner enhancement on spin pumping and exchange coupling, dynamic and static, through Pd substrates. We used realistic models to describe the electronic structures of both magnetic films and substrate. Our formalism to study spin pumping and interlayer exchange coupling, static and dynamic, is based on the calculation of the dynamic response of the system to time dependent magnetic fields transverse to the equilibrium direction of the system's magnetization. We found that Stoner enhancement has a small but non-negligible effect on the spin pumping rate at zero transverse wave vector and 
